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Abstract: Theodolites are fundamental geodetic measuring instruments for all practical geodetic
tasks, as well as for experimental geodetic scientific purposes. Their development has a long history.
Photo and video theodolites represent the advanced development of classic theodolites. Development
started in 19th century, but only in the last 15 years has commercial application been achieved in
the geodetic profession. The latest development, called image-assisted total stations (IATS), is a
theodolite which consists of a classic robotic total station (RTS) with integrated image sensors. It was
introduced in the early 2000s. With the development of theodolites, their application became much
wider; today, they can be used for structural and geo-monitoring, i.e., for the determination of static
and dynamic displacements and deformations of civil engineering structures such as bridges, dams,
wind turbines, and high buildings, as well as natural structures, such as mountain slopes. They can
be implemented in geodetic monitoring systems, which are an integral part of engineering structural
diagnosis, and they provide essential information about the current condition of the structure. This
paper describes the technological development of photo and video theodolites divided into phases
according to the main innovations in their development. The application of modern video theodolites
(i.e., IATS) is presented through several experimental studies that were performed. The procedure of
conducting measurements with this kind of instrument, as well as the analysis of acquired data and
achieved results, is elaborated. Lastly, the authors conclude, according to the achieved results, that
IATS can today be used for determination of quasi-static and dynamic displacements with small and
high amplitudes.

Keywords: photo theodolite; video theodolite; IATS; technological development; displacement and
deformation monitoring; structural monitoring; geo-monitoring

1. Introduction

A theodolite is a geodetic instrument for measuring horizontal and vertical directions,
i.e., angles in the horizontal and vertical plane. There are optical and electronic theodo-
lites [1–3]. To determine the point positions in the coordinate system, in addition to angles,
we must measure the distance between the instrument and the target. We can measure the
distances mechanically (with chains and measuring tapes), optically (with optical distance-
meters and interferometers), and electronically (with electro-optical distance-meters and
electronic distance-meters (EDMs)). The accuracy of mechanically and optically measured
distances is low and not appropriate for terrain characteristic point coordinate calculations.
With time, several technological developments have been incorporated into theodolites;
thus, the accuracy of angle and distance determination has significantly increased. Perhaps
the biggest development of theodolites was its integration with an electronic distance-
meter (EDM), which emerged around 1940 and became commercially available in the late
1960s [4]. The type of EDM incorporated into modern total station instruments is commonly
of the electro-optical type, using infrared and laser light as a carrier signal [3]. Instruments
which can measure angles and distances simultaneously, as well as record the results and,
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to a certain extent, process them, are called electronic tachymeters or total stations (TS) [2].
TS instruments are electronic digital theodolites integrated with EDM instruments and
electronic data collectors, which are aimed at replacing manual field data recording; they
are capable of providing electronic angle readings, as well as distance measurements [3].

Today, many different sensors and measurement methods are combined in TS, such
as highly accurate angle reading, electronic distance measurements (EDM) to reflectors
and to any other surface (reflectorless EDM), tilt correction by two-axis inclinometers,
different types of motorization to drive both the horizontal and the vertical motion of the
instruments, servo, piezo, and magnetic motors (robotic total station—RTS), image CCD
(charge-coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor) sensors
(CCD or CMOS) for autofocus, automated aiming (i.e., automatic target recognition (ATR)
and tracking of signal points), integration with global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
positioning, wireless communication and operation using a controller, additional cameras
for documentation (image-assisted total station—IATS), and IATS with a scanning function
(image-assisted scanning total station—IASTS). Due to the rapid hardware development,
as can be seen in Figure 1, these different sensor classes, each with their specific advantages,
can be unified, utilized, and are fused as one single (nearly) universal instrument [5]. Mod-
ern TS are multi-sensor systems which can determine the three-dimensional coordinates of
target points by combining horizontal angle, vertical angle, and distance measurements [6].

Figure 1 shows the technological development of TS over the years, i.e., from the
mid-20th century until today. The main hardware and software, sensor integration, and
their impact on instrument performances and operator efficiency for conducting the mea-
surements in the field are shown. It is evident that, following the integration of EDM
with the basic theodolite in the 1960s upon discovering tachymeters, the dimensions
and weight of the instruments decreased, as well as the expert efficiency regarding the
measuring techniques and time for conducting measurements in the field. Contrarily,
instrument performance and the possibilities for surveying and monitoring projects have
rapidly increased.
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Different types of motorization developed to drive instruments in horizontal and
vertical motion have been specially designed and implemented in RTS to automatically
search for reflectors and, later, for reflector tracking. Most commonly, RTS are used for
highly precise measurements such as displacements and deformation monitoring of civil
engineering structures and the Earth’s surface.
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RTS with additional integrated cameras in the telescope are commonly denoted as
image-assisted total station (IATS) [7]. In the literature, a number of alternative terms exist
for this class of instruments [8]: photo theodolite, video theodolite/tacheometer, image-
assisted photogrammetric scanning station, and others. Differentiation is often made
between a video and an image or photo. This fact was valid in the past, considering analog
imaging devices introduced at the end of 19th century. Static instruments on a leveled,
rotatable platform with the main function of taking images using a photogrammetric
camera, supported by a theodolite for determining the elements of the exterior orientation,
are called photo theodolites [9,10].

Currently, IATS have possible applications in semiautomated object reconstruction sys-
tems [11], fully automated deformation monitoring systems [12], industrial measurement
systems [13], measurements of vibration amplitudes by means of high-frequency image
measurements [14], capture of additional information such as high-frequency motions or
intensity fluctuations of patterns using image sensor to derive the temperature gradient
of the atmosphere as a decisive influence parameter for angular refraction effects [15] and
monitoring of cracks [14,16].

This study reviews and describes the technological development of photo and video
theodolites divided into phases according to the main innovations in their development
(Section 2). Emphasis is placed on commercially developed instruments; however, proto-
types from academia are also analyzed, since they often inspire technological developments.
The basic principles of the modern IATS, camera and system calibration, and measurement
procedures and data processing approaches are explained (Section 3). The application of
IATS, as the successor to photo and video theodolites, is presented through experimental
and in situ studies previously performed (Section 4). Lastly, a discussion with the main
conclusions from conducted studies is presented.

2. Technological Development

We can differentiate two main phases in the development of photo and video theodo-
lites. The first phase is considered when the theodolite was a supporting tool for pho-
togrammetric cameras, called photo theodolites, and the second phase is considered when
the camera became a supporting tool for theodolites, i.e., tachymeters and total stations,
called video theodolites.

The second phase involving the technological development of video theodolites can
be divided into four main phases according to the main innovations in their development.
In this section, each phase is described, and the main innovations are explained.

2.1. Development until 1940

Photo theodolites have been known for more than 150 years in photogrammetry. The
main credit for the introduction of photogrammetry goes to Aime Laussedat, an officer in
the Engineer Corps of the French Army. He is known as the “Father of Photogrammetry”
as he constructed the first usable cameras for terrestrial work in 1851 [17]. He generated the
first maps by means of photographs which he took from a balloon. His remaining research
focused on terrestrial photogrammetry, designing the first photo theodolite which consisted
of a camera and theodolite [18]. The end of 19th century was significant for the development
of terrestrial photogrammetry, which was applied in many mapping projects. In 1889, the
Italian army developed the photo theodolite (Figure 2, left). Sebastian Finsterwalder, in
1899, wrote his dissertation on the “fundamental geometry of photogrammetry”, in which
he solved the problem of determining the position of two camera stations, i.e., stereopairs,
independently of terrain measurements from four points identified on both photographs,
as well as the methods of relative and absolute orientation. He also developed his own
photo theodolite (Figure 2, middle). German Carl Pulfrich, with the construction of his
photo theodolite (Figure 2, right), designed the first modern stereo comparator which
used the principles of stereophotogrammetry and x–y coordinate scales [17,18]. At first, a
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photogrammetric camera was combined with components such as an aiming device, pitch
circle, level, and tripod [19].
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Figure 2. Photo theodolite from Italian army (left), Finsterwalder photo theodolite (middle), and
Pulfrich photo theodolite (right) [18].

The Wild company in 1922 constructed the first commercial photo theodolite, Wild
P30 (Figure 3, left) [20]. The instrument was a combination of a camera and theodolite and,
as such, was unique in the world. Wild’s phototheodolite was the most accurate over the
next three decades. The magnification of the telescope was 28×, and the direction reading
with an optical micrometer was 1”. The focal length of the camera lens was 165 mm. The
camera and the theodolite weighed 27.5 kg, while the weight of the complete measuring
equipment with all the necessary aids was about 65 kg. The instrument was applicable
to all large and small geodetic tasks. The instrument’s reliability during field work in the
most difficult conditions, which are common during surveys in high mountains, was one
of its main advantages. Three years later, Wild introduced a new model of photo theodolite
called the Wild FT9 (Figure 3, right). The mechanical construction of the theodolite and
the camera simplified the determination of the camera’s orientation for photogrammetric
postprocessing.
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2.2. Development from 1941–1980

After World War II, a theodolite named Electronic Eye (Figure 4, left) was developed at
the Institute of Applied Geodesy in Frankfurt for automated aiming based on the difference
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of two currents in a photoelectric cell. This method was further developed to enable
bearing accuracies of 1” as a mean of six sets of directions in the late 1950s [21]. Testing
gave very good results; thus, the company Askania produced a modified theodolite based
on Electronic Eye—the Askania Tracking System (Figure 4, right).
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While Electronic Eye could only measure static targets, the Askania Tracking System
already had the ability to register the orbit of moving objects (aircraft or missile) during
WW2. The Askania Tracking System was used as a tracking system from the late 1950s to
1973 [23]. Later, the type of theodolite shown on the left of Figure began to be produced
in Switzerland under the name Contraves EOTS (electro-optical tracking system) and
was later produced in China [22]. The instrument, called a cinetheodolite, was used to
record important data during testing of missiles and aircrafts, as well as other experimental
weapon systems. Ballistic cameras that were used in satellite geodesy very often had
integrated CCD image sensors for video recording, and they can also be structurally
considered as video theodolites [22].

With the aim of recording the landing of aircraft using the instrument, in 1972, a
portable Minilir system was developed in Paris [22]. The system was developed as part of
the internal research project SAT (Société Anonyme de Télécommunications), and it was not
only a geodetic advancement but also a military tool for automatic monitoring of infrared
radiation, such as aircraft and missile exhausts. The aiming was based on the detection of
aircraft headlights using a very sensitive infrared sensor that recorded the frequency and
phase-modulated signal. This instrument has been used since the 1980s in combination
with various distance-meters such as the IBEO Fennel electronic distance-meter (EDM) or
the AGA Geodimeter-112 EDM. Depending on which EDM was in place, the instrument
was referred to as AGA-Minilir (Figure 5, middle) or Fennel-Minilir. This instrument was
used as early as 1980 in the Dutch delta project for the coastal navigation of transport ships.
In combination with a film camera, the system became known as a cinetheodolite, which
was used on launch sites Kourou (Guiana Space Centre) and Cape Canaveral. In civil use,
Minilir has been used for the calibration of instrument landing systems [24].

Minilir was followed, in 1983, by the Krupp Atlas-Elektronik instrument known as
Polarfix (Figure 5, right). The laser measuring principle for short-range high-accuracy
dynamic survey applications was the basis of Polarfix. Polarfix had several advantages and
improvements compared to the Minilir system. While Minilir required a heat source to find
the target, Polarfix only needed a passive reflective prism to achieve target tracking. The
vertical circuit was automatically compensated for, and the instrument could be operated
on a 12 V source instead of a 220 V source, which allowed the use of batteries. Its weight and
volume were twofold lower compared to Minilir. The system provided polar coordinates
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for position fixing, incorporated a fully automatic operator-free tracking function, and
ensured range/azimuth fixing to 10 cm + 5 cm/km accuracy from a single shore-station
linked to shipborne telemetry and beam reflector facilities. The operating range depended
on weather and other factors, but its typical basic range was just under 3 km, which could
be extended to 5 km or more. This instrument was primarily designed for tracking ships
on inland waterways [25]. The 1970s and 1980s were marked by the integration of EDM
and electronics in general into theodolites, which also influenced the introduction of a new
name for such instruments, i.e., electronic theodolites or electronic tachymeters (ETs) [26].
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2.3. Development from 1981–1990

Development during the 1980s placement emphasis on theodolite measurement sys-
tems (TMSs). ETs combined with integrated cameras, i.e., image CCD sensors, were used
to measure spatial forward intersections using two or more instruments. The automatic
aiming at fixed target points or projected laser spots was realized using image analysis
techniques [8]. Most of these devices were used for industrial applications.

In 1981, the Geodetic Institute of the University of Hannover took up the idea of using
four-quadrant diodes as part of the Collaborative Research Center 149 within a subproject
called “automatic determination of the position of an object at sea using a tachymeter”. A
semiconductor position-sensitive sensor built into the image plane of a tachymeter was
used to detect the center of the light source located on a monitored ship. With the help
of built-in servomotors, the instrument could monitor the ship, always keeping the light
source in the middle of the field of view (FOV). This development was based on the AGA
Geodimeter 700, which had infinite screws for fine adjustment, named GEOROBOT, and
GEOROBOT II was later developed on the basis of the Geodimeter 710 instrument [27,28].

Two instruments which marked this period were presented at almost the same time,
i.e., Kern E2-SE (Figure 6, left) introduced in 1985 [29] and Wild TM-3000V (Figure 6, right)
introduced shortly after [30]. These instruments were developed through projects from
Kern and Wild and were actually called Kern SPACE and Wild ATMS during the project
phase. The growing demands of manufacturers in the automotive and aerospace industries,
who used theodolite measurement systems during assembly and quality control, were
based on measuring spatial forward intersections using two or more instruments. To
satisfy these demands, Kern and Wild integrated CCD image sensors and digital image
acquisition into servomotorized theodolites. These so-called video theodolites had pan-
focal telescopes, which means that the FOV changed as a function of distance to the target
point. Kern E2-SE had a CCD image sensor with a resolution of 576 × 684 px, and the
image was recorded in the instrument’s internal memory. It was the first video theodolite
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in the world with the possibility of automatically aiming at a signaled target [2]. The CCD
image sensor was used for autofocusing and for determining the target position relative to
the optical axis of the telescope. The instrument had three integrated servomotors, two
for horizontal and vertical axes and one for focusing, i.e., autofocus. The motors were
designed to enable a positioning accuracy of up to ±0.1” to be achieved, at speeds of up to
54◦ per second [31]. Once the autofocus was accomplished and the geometrical relationship
between the target point and the instrument optical axis was determined using image
processing algorithms, the instruments automatically drove the theodolite toward the
target point and the measurements could be performed. A signaled target point realized
by a projected laser point or a fixed marking was automatically aimed at by two or more
corresponding instruments using image evaluation, allowing its 3D spatial coordinates to
be determined [22].
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Shortly after Kern, the Wild company introduced its video theodolite model TM3000V.
The motorized video theodolite TM3000V was a further development of the precision
theodolite T3000. In addition to the motors for the axes and the focusing lens, special
elements of the motorized video theodolite were the camera and the processor integrated in
the theodolite. Wild TM3000V had a CCD image sensor with a resolution of 500 × 582 px.
The coaxial configuration of a camera (integrated into the telescope) using theodolite optics
was better, but also technically more complicated than biaxial implementation onto the
telescope leading to parallax, which is particularly harmful in situations where range-
finders operate at close target distances. When using the coaxial configuration, complex
beam splitter elements must be installed. The Leica TM3000V video theodolite is the
best-performing example, widely used in academic research [11]. The image of the FOV
of the telescope on the CCD array contains the image of the targeted point, as well as a
reference frame built into the telescope to replace the reticle. This frame defines the target
line of the telescope with the center of the lens system, and it is used at the same time
to adjust the telescope and camera axis. Using the CCD camera, a wide-angle lens can
initially be used to display an overview image of the object space with a size of 9◦ × 12◦.
These wide-angle optics can be exchanged for the optics of a precision telescope via an
optics coupler. Instead of the wide-angle FOV, however, a narrowly limited measuring
FOV is available. Switching between the measuring and wide-angle FOV is controlled by
the software. Switching to the measuring FOV enables high increases in accuracy, since
details of objects that are far away are now displayed on the entire sensor surface.
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These instruments were only used for special applications and not for standard
surveys due to their complex morphology, which required an image display unit and a
control unit in addition to the instrument [32]. With the launch of laser tracker systems
in the 1990s, video theodolites were replaced within a few years; this remained a trend
until 2005, when Topcon introduced the first commercially known IATS model GPT-7000i,
which was the forerunner of today’s state-of-the-art IATS. However, technical innovations
that were necessary for automation using video images and were, therefore, introduced on
the market have been preserved to this day, for example, the motorized endless fine drives
for instrument control, as well as reflector detection and tracking using integrated image
sensors, which are common today, from the second generation of the Wild TM3000V. As
in the TOPOMAT project, a target illuminator in the form of an infrared collimator was
installed here for permanent deformation measurement on reflectors. This diode integrated
in the telescope illuminated the roughly approached reflector. The reflected signal was
captured on the infrared sensitive CCD array and used for precise targeting [30].

The concept involving the difference of two currents in a photoelectric cell, named
“Electronic Eye”, become commercially available in 1987 when Geodimeter presented the
model 4000 “One-Man-System” with automated target aiming, being the first instrument
that required only one expert to operate it (Figure 7) [22]. Since then, automated target
aiming and tracking have become standard functions in all TS, i.e., RTS. Integrated cameras
and photogrammetric methods became supporting tools for theodolites. This system
worked using a theodolite-like active target point receiver, whereby the telescope of this
unit, called the remote processing unit (RPU), had to be aligned with the total station,
called the control and processing unit (CPU), in order to facilitate a coarse search.
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2.4. Development from 1991–2000

Available prototypes of video theodolites (Figure 6) in the 1990s encouraged intensive
research on their application with high degrees of automation. Equipped with motors,
video theodolites made it possible to increase the dynamism of computer-controlled mea-
surements, turning a video theodolite into a robot [33]. Built-in sensors provided a wealth
of data that demanded to be processed meaningfully to obtain the necessary information.
Electronic reading of directions and lengths was around for a long time, but the processing
of data obtained using built-in cameras was still in its initial stages. The application of
digital image processing methods and computer vision was investigated by the academic
community. Initial research focused on detecting artificial targets and accurate aiming with
the help of cameras [34].
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Aiming at and measuring unsignalized targets proved to be a special challenge [35]. To
achieve this, solutions based on artificial intelligence were developed [36]. Until then, the
expert/operator was in charge of sighting and deciding on the characteristic points to be
measured. By implementing this knowledge into software solutions, artificial intelligence
was applied, and expert systems were developed. Initially, development was limited to
smaller and simpler processes that occurred in theodolite measurements [37]. Special
attention was paid to the necessary sharpening of the image by developing autofocus
algorithms [35,37].

The developed processes and procedures were later implemented in commercial
solutions of instrument manufacturers. This freed observers from repetitive operations,
whereby they could now focus on more complex tasks. By automating the measurements,
the level of achieved accuracy was increased. Computer-aided measurements and data
processing provided greater accuracy than could be achieved visually by the observer.
The developed systems could be applied to measurements in the industry. It was no
longer necessary to bring the object to the measurement place since the system could
be transported. External control of the developed systems allowed measuring objects at
hazardous places. Since unsignalized targets could be targeted, measuring of inaccessible
objects also became possible.

At the very beginning of this epoch, in 1991, the automatic measuring system TOPO-
MAT was developed in Zurich. In collaboration with Wild, it was upgraded with a
CCD image sensor to detect the target [22]. Its main features were that it could work
independently, automatically, or via a controller. Other functions were also available via
the controller, such as activation, deactivation, and change of measurement method [38].
GEOROBOT and TOPOMAT had encouraged the development of commercial tracking TS.

The transition from the 1980s to the 1990s was also marked by the development of
the ATR function, which enabled the further development of IATS instruments. In 1991,
Topcon presented its first motorized, auto-tracking total station AP-S1. In 1993, Topcon
released its successor called model AP-L1, and 1996 saw the emergence of the new model
AP-L1A, the so-called “one-person surveying system” [39]. This RTS differed from the
instruments and developments presented before in that the fine aiming, similar to the
structure of a television image, worked with line-deflecting optical elements (AO device)
and could, thus, evaluate an image of the reflector illuminated by the instrument [40]. This
system worked in conjunction with radio communication, a handheld data collector, and
TDS Survey Pro Software. It produced a unique surveying system that enabled all field
surveying tasks to be carried out by one expert working on their own.

The Wild company, i.e., Leica, from the beginning of the 1990s presented its first
motorized self-aiming surveying system with an automatic target recognition function
that worked without an external evaluation unit in 1996, i.e., the model TCA1800. This
system also worked with an imaging CCD sensor and evaluated the illuminated image of
the reflector using a best-fit algorithm. With this instrument, a new type of compact 360◦

all-round reflector was developed [22].

2.5. Development from 2001 until Today

The forerunner of today’s state-of-the-art commercial IATS systems was Topcon’s
model GPT-7000i from 2005 (Figure 8). Topcon integrated the camera into a TS, which
created a new generation of video theodolites, named IATS. The instrument was equipped
with two different VGA cameras. One camera was wide-angle with an FOV of 28◦ × 22◦

and fixed focus, located on the telescope, allowing rotation to be synchronized and the field
working area to be displayed. The second camera was coaxial, and it recorded the details
of the terrain seen through the magnification of the telescope; thus, it included variable
focus. It had an FOV that matched the telescope FOV (1◦30′ × 1◦30′) [41]. In 2007, Topcon
introduced the successor of the first series model GPT-9000Ai. The greatest technological
development compared to the GPT-7000i was manifested as the possibility of automatic
focusing of signal points and remote guidance by the controller, which eliminated the need
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for an observer, making it a so-called “one-man station”. It was also the first RTS that
enabled the taking of photographs and the possibility of scanning as a unique function
within the IATS system. The instrument could scan up 20 points per second [42]. These
types of IATS have been produced by Topcon for three generations and are known as
Imaging Stations, with the latest model called IS3. Both cameras had an image sensor with
a resolution of 1280× 1024 pixels, and they could also record video at 10 frames per second
(fps), which could be transmitted to the station control screen or to the controller screen.

Trimble introduced its first IATS in 2007, the model VX Spatial Station (Figure 8). It
was basically an S6 model with added functionality of 3D scanning and digital imaging.
VX delivered images that were accurately georeferenced. The instrument was equipped
with a 3 MPx color camera, with fixed focus and an FOV of 16.5◦ × 12.3◦. The camera was
located on the telescope. This camera was later implemented in all total station models
that Trimble released, including today’s Trimble S9 series. The features of postprocessing
photogrammetric analysis of calibrated images, 5 fps video recording, panoramic mosaic
image, and overlap with measured data are known as “Trimble Vision”. The VX Spatial
Station was an RTS with MagDrive servo technology, involving an integrated servo/angle
sensor electromagnetic direct drive in combination with added digital imaging and rudi-
mentary scanning capabilities. The scanning function could scan 20 points per second with
the ability to colorize scanned scenes based on recorded images [43].

In 2009, Pentax presented an RTS with integrated cameras into its instruments, known
as Visio series model R-400VDN. The camera was placed on the telescope, and a screen
displaying captured images and video from the camera was also placed on the telescope
above the ocular (Figure 8). The FOV was 8.8◦ × 8.8◦, and it could record video at
10 fps [44].

Leica introduced its IATS instrument in 2010 called Viva; two models with overview
cameras placed on the telescope were presented: Leica TS11 and Leica TS15 (Figure 8).
Model TS15 was motorized using a servofocus drive with additional sensors for automatic
and remote control, unlike TS11. The overview camera had an optical axis different from
the optical axis of the telescope, which resulted in parallax; thus, the center of the optical
axis of the telescope did not coincide with the center of the image sensor. The relative
position of these two axes was determined by calibration at the time of its manufacturing.
The effect of parallax could also be corrected by measuring the distance to the target. The
integrated cameras in both models had a 5 MPx CMOS image sensor, with fixed focus and
an FOV of 15.5◦ × 11.7◦, with the possibility of recording video at 20 fps [45,46].
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It should also be mentioned that, at the beginning of this commercial period when
IATS systems were brought to the geodetic scene, the first IATS instrument was actually
presented by Sokkia (SET3110MV) at INTERGEO 2002. The instrument had two integrated
cameras, an overview camera on the telescope and another camera integrated in the
telescope. The curious aspect of this instrument was that it did not have an ocular; instead,
the expert performed measurements using a remote controller displaying the live video
obtained from the integrated cameras.

In 2013, Leica introduced the new series called Nova with two models TS50 and
MS50. The instruments, in addition to an overview camera, had an integrated camera
in the telescope with an FOV of 1.3◦ × 1.0◦, an 8× digital zoom of the overview camera,
and a 30× optical zoom of the telescope camera, as well as an 8× digital zoom. That
way, the images from the telescope camera were magnified 30×. Leica MS50 also had
a scanning function with the ability to scan 1000 points per second. Leica TS50 did not
have a scanning function. Both models used the same motorization using a servofocus
drive. On the basis of the scanning function with video and photo capture capabilities,
a combined approach to image analysis and scanning was developed [47,48]. In 2015,
Trimble introduced its state-of-the-art IATS model S9 which used the same camera and
image sensor as Trimble VX Spatial Station introduced in 2007. However, the S9 comes in
at least 10 different possible configurations. The S9 replaced the VX and S8 for both precise
and long-range applications. It offered higher angular and distance accuracy than the VX
Spatial Station [49]. The predecessor of today’s state-of-the-art IATS and IASTS company,
Topcon, unfortunately abandoned its original design with two integrated cameras in the
instrument; in 2014, it offered IATS model DS-200i with one camera, an overview ultra-
wide camera on the telescope with a 5 MPx image sensor, which was mainly integrated for
providing imaging documentation and a live video stream on the remote controller [50].

In Table 1, Leica TS60, Trimble S9, and Topcon DS-200i are compared with their main
specifications and characteristics. These instruments do not offer a scanning function as
they are classified as total stations not multi-stations, although S9 offers a combined model
with a scanning function.

Table 1. Main specifications of currently available IATS [49–51].

Specifications Leica TS60 Trimble S9 Topcon DS-200i

Camera/sensor 2×/CMOS 1×/CMOS 1×/CMOS
Resolution 5 MPx 3 MPx 5 MPx

Fps 20 Hz 5 Hz Live video 1

FOV overview/telescope 15.5◦ × 11.7◦/1.3◦ × 1.0◦ 16.5◦ × 12.3◦/
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Today, Leica offers the models TS60 and MS60 from the Nova series introduced for the
first time in 2015 with improved functions of ATR (ATR plus), reflector self-search using
the PowerSearch function, dynamic look function, motorized direct drives based on Piezo
technology, improved scanning function with 3D laser scanning of 30,000 points per second,
image-assisted surveying, and documentation using advanced artificial intelligence; it is
called the first self-learning multi-station [51].

Trimble introduced its new generation of IATS instruments in 2016, model SX10. This
is the first commercial TS, i.e., IATS without an ocular. Three 5 MPx cameras (overview,
primary, and general) are integrated in the telescope, offering a maximum total FOV of 360◦
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× 300◦ with 84× zoom. The general camera enables an FOV of 57.5◦ × 43.0◦. An expert
controls the instrument using a remote controller via live video at 15 fps. SX10 combines
high-density 3D scan data, enhanced imaging called Trimble Vision, and high-accuracy
total station data. It uses MagDrive servo technology, and it can measure dense 3D scan
data at up to 26,600 points per second with high precision over the full measurement range
of up to 600 m [52]. There was some confusion, even among Trimble developers, as to
whether it should be considered a new scanner or a new total station. However, it is still
classified as a TS because of its characteristics regarding the telescope, angle and distance
measurements, and the possibility to measure explicitly one point. Since it combines
imaging with scanning on a level that is not rudimentary, we can call it the first image-
assisted scanning total station (IASTS). At the beginning of this year, Trimble introduced its
successor SX12. The technical data offered at the moment describe the following upgrades:
8.1 MPx image sensors, 107× zoom of the main camera, and a new laser pointer, while the
remaining features regarding angle and distance measurements and scanning function are
at the same level as SX10 [53].

Topcon presented its IASTS GTL-1000 in 2019, and it is the world’s first RTS and laser
scanner with an inbuilt camera, which is primarily used for colorizing the scanned scenes.
The camera has a 5 MPx image sensor which is also used for live video. A 3D laser scanner
is installed in place of the RTS handle, resulting in a solution that it is both a geodetic
measuring station and a geodetic 3D laser scanner. The instrument uses direct drive via
an ultrasonic motor. The main advantage of this IASTS compared to other commercially
available IASTS is the scan rate, which is on the level of today’s terrestrial laser scanners
and is specified as 100,000 points per second. It is the first such instrument in the world [54].

In Table 2, Leica MS60, Trimble SX12, and Topcon GTL-1000 are compared with their
main specifications and characteristics. All instruments have a scanning function and they
are classified as multi-stations, so-called IASTS. These three instruments, at the moment,
represent the state-of-the-art geodetic instruments in the world.

Table 2. Main specifications of currently available IASTS [51,53,54].

Specifications Leica MS60 Trimble SX 12 Topcon GTL-1000
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All currently available commercial IATS and IASTS instruments use recorded images
and videos for additional attributes of the measured point, i.e., primarily for documentation
and colorizing the scanned scenes. Standard measurement methods in the field have been
largely developed and improved by technological developments of TS. Manual focusing
has been replaced by auto-focusing; moreover, using remote control, an expert can select the
point of interest defined by a pixel from a live video/image on a display, thereby pointing
the instrument to a signalized or unsignalized point. For pointing the instrument to the
point of interest and for tracking the reflector in the field, instruments use motorization,
which is currently realized by piezo, magnetic, or ultrasonic drives depending on the
manufacturer. The recorded images can be automatically downloaded for each point
or for a set of points for documentation purposes. This way, it is possible to visualize
these points. More importantly, we can perform photogrammetric processing of collected
georeferenced images afterward and, e.g., use them for structural and geo-monitoring,
leveling, and fusion of laser scan and image data for deformation monitoring. However,
commercial IATS and IASTS instruments still do not use the full potential and functions
of these instruments [8]. In the next section, the potential for application of the latest
state-of-the-art IATS is presented.

3. Measurement and Processing Approaches

Depending on the developed hardware and software, integrated sensors, and different
functions through the implementation of various algorithms in TS, we can distinguish
types of TS (Table 3).

Table 3. Different types of TS according to integrated sensors and functions.

TS RTS IATS IASTS

EDM 3 3 3 3

Reflectorless
EDM • • 3 3

Data registration 3 3 3 3

Motorization 7 3 3 3

Image sensor 7 3/• 3 3

Automated
aiming 7 3/• 3 3

Tracking 7 3/• 3 3

Imaging 7 7 3 3

Scanning 7 7 7/• 3

3—integrated; 7—not integrated; •—optional.

State-of-the-art IATS and IASTS represent a new kind of RTS, unifying the geodetic
precision of TS with the areal coverage of images, as well as laser scans. IATS offer the user
an image-capturing system with integrated camera(s) using image sensor(s) in addition to
a polar 3D point measurement system. IASTS are equipped with a scanning function with
lower scan rates comparable to classical terrestrial laser scanners. The greatest advantage
of using such a (multi-sensor) instrument is the common coordinate system of all built-in
sensors, as long as appropriate a priori calibration is provided [55].

These multi-sensor systems can capture images for documentation and for pho-
togrammetric measurements. They can even merge more of these captured images into a
panoramic image mosaic using camera rotation, i.e., telescope rotation. With appropriate
calibration, these images are accurately georeferenced and oriented, such that they can be
immediately used for direction measurements with no need for object control points or
further photogrammetric orientation processes [15].
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3.1. IATS Basic Principles

The combination of cameras with image sensors and theodolites was described long
ago by [29,56]. In this section, we explain the basic working principles of state-of-the-art
IATS Leica MS50, which are also applicable to MS60 and other IATS produced by manufac-
turers with two cameras (overview and telescope). Overview and telescope cameras offer
the possibility to record high-resolution images or panoramic image mosaics, which can
be directly linked and referenced to the 3D point measurement system. These images can
be used for field documentation and, most importantly, for a posteriori photogrammetric
processing. The photogrammetric resolution of 1 px of the telescope camera corresponds
to 5 cc, which results in a resolution of 2 mm at 200 m [57]. The expert uses the overview
camera for roughly aiming at the target, signalized or unsignalized. The overview camera
image gives an overview of the surveying area; alternatively, a live video can be observed
on instrument display. Using the telescope camera, which is located on the optical axis,
a telescope magnification of 30× is at the expert’s disposal for very precise target aiming
(Figure 9).
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The achievable accuracy of angular measurements using this camera is 1”. Using the
integrated image sensor, single autofocus and continuous autofocus functions are possible.
Integration of the image sensor is done in such way that a focused image is simultaneously
visible on the instrument display and on the instrument optical path through the ocular.
A Porro prism reflects the incoming light through the telescope optics onto the imaging
CMOS sensor and directly onto the ocular for visual aiming if needed. The focusing module
production guarantees a 1” angular measurement accuracy. Adjustment and calibration
processes are key factors to achieve the highest quality of the imaging functionality.

Prior to the available IATS, there were RTS, which, with implemented ATR functions,
are also IATS in the narrowest sense since image sensors or segmented photodiodes are
used for signal target detection and aiming. However, these image sensors could not be
used for image documentation and photogrammetric measurements because the expert
did not have access to the images and because only the light in the spectrum measurement
signal was detected by imaging sensors or photodiodes [58]. The difference today is
evident in the way in which the expert extracts the information from the integrated camera,
i.e., from a single image (point of time) or from a video (sequence of images). We can
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also distinguish static or kinematic processes. With modern digital imaging sensors, both
measuring tasks are possible and no differentiation of the instrument is necessary [8].

3.2. IATS System and Camera Calibration

The use of an appropriately calibrated camera is of crucial importance for displacement
monitoring. It allows a two-dimensional image coordinate to be presented in angular
units, i.e., field angle in the object space, which can then be expressed in linear units.
All intrinsic and extrinsic parameters must be known for each captured image, which
means that the images are directly georeferenced. They can be used for displacement
monitoring with no need for object control points or further photogrammetric orientation
processes. Photogrammetric image measurement methods, in order to detect signalized
and unsignalized targets, can be combined with functions of the TS to generate precise
angle and distance measurements [8].

In this section, we explain the camera calibration placed in the IATS telescope, i.e., in
the optical path of the telescope. We focus on this camera and not the overview camera,
because it is better to use the telescope camera for the purpose of displacement monitoring
since we need highly accurate data for the determination of dynamic displacements with
high speed and small amplitudes. Highly accurate data can be obtained using a telescope
camera, because it uses telescope optics and magnification; however, we must also perform
camera calibration, which involves the determination of intrinsic camera parameters. The
intersection of the optical axis with the image sensor plane, i.e., principal point image
coordinates, the focal length in the horizontal and vertical directions, and an arbitrary
number of coefficients to compensate for radial and tangential lens distortions are intrin-
sic parameters which must be determined during camera calibration [59]. The distance
between the camera center and the principal point is the focal length of pinhole cameras
integrated in today’s IATS. Two focal lengths (horizontal and vertical) must be determined
because the pixels on the image sensor are non-square for some cameras [60]. Imperfect
manufacturing of the lens and defects in the assembling of the camera result in radial and
tangential lens distortions of the linear model for projecting points in the real world to the
image plane [60].

Since monitoring assumes measurements between two or more different series or
epochs of point measurements, the constant image coordinates of the principal point are
void and, for this reason, they do not need to be known in advance. The distortion effects
exhibit a spatial regularity, such that neighboring pixels are affected similarly. Thus, dis-
tortion effects are reduced to an insignificant extent when computing differences between
objects located in similar regions on the image sensor. The frequencies included in a time
series, which can be computed via Fourier analysis, are independent of the physical unit of
the time series. This is due to the linear property of the Fourier transform (Equation (1)),
where a constant factor c may be applied before or after the transformation [59].

F{c f (t)} = cF{ f (t)} . (1)

The frequencies of structure vibrations can be computed from the raw image coordi-
nates, i.e., from the image coordinates of measured points. Thus, no camera calibration
is needed for this purpose. To present the displacements obtained from two epochs of
measurement in linear units (e.g., m, dm, cm, or mm), the camera’s angular resolution
must be known. The displacements on the image are determined in pixels and can be
computed as angular quantities, which can then be presented as linear units when the
measured distance from the instrument to the monitored object is known. The angular
resolution expresses the size of one pixel of the image sensor as an angular unit. It presents
the angle between two objects that are presented on two neighboring pixels. For a pinhole
camera model, the angular resolution α is related to the focal length f by Equation (2).

tan(α) = 1/ f . (2)
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To precisely and accurately determine displacements, the camera’s angular resolution
must also be precisely and accurately determined, as the object displacements on the image
given in pixels must be multiped by the value of angular resolution to be presented in
angular units, i.e., in linear units. The object displacements can be up to several pixels;
thus, small uncertainty in the value of angular resolution can lead to a large error in the
computed angle [59].

Manufacturers support academic research projects covering different calibration meth-
ods of integrated cameras. For example, Walser described a camera with an affine chip
model and developed a combined approach for taking camera and instrument error cal-
ibration into account [11]. Vogel, in contrast, extended the collinearity equations using
additional camera parameters to describe the pixel-to-angle relationship in IATS [61].
Knoblach expressed central projection as affine transformation without theodolite errors
for the use of different focus lens positions with fewer parameters [13]. The abovemen-
tioned methods were compared by Wasmeier [14]. All methods are based on a set of
virtual control points for data acquisition during the calibration process. In reality, this set
consists of only one “real” point, measured multiple times by rotating the telescope with a
camera [8].

When appropriate calibration is provided, the obtained images and video frames
from IATS are accurately georeferenced at any time. They are particularly suitable for
structural and geo-monitoring, i.e., for objects and Earth surface areas which are very hard
to approach. It is also possible to use additional vision technology for leveling applications
by reading and analyzing digital leveling staff code patterns [62]. The major advantage
of IATS is the fact that the methods and approaches of photogrammetry can be used in
combination with the precision distance and angle measurements of TS. Together with
the station coordinates and orientation of the instrument, each captured image is directly
georeferenced and can be used for direction measurements with no need for object control
points or further photogrammetric orientation processes.

A universal description of the relationship between a homogeneous 3D coordinate
(Equation (3)) and its image projection (Equation (4)) was given by Wagner [55]. The
intrinsic camera parameter K and the extrinsic parameters (the rotation matrix R and the
translation vector T) are thereby combined into a single, compact 3 × 4 projection matrix P
(Equation (5)).

X̃ = [X, Y, Z, 1]T . (3)

x̃ = [x, y, 1]T . (4)

x̃ = PX̃ = K[R|T]X̃. (5)

The extrinsic parameters R and T shown in Figure 10 are composed of three different
Euclidean transformations [63]:

1. Transformation from the world or object coordinate system into the theodolite coordi-
nate system (Rw, Tw);

2. Transformation (pure rotation) into the telescope coordinate system (Rt);
3. Transformation into the camera coordinate system (Rc, Tc).
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3.3. IATS Measurment Procedures and Data Processing

Experimental or in situ measurement procedures and data processing workflow for
conducting displacement and vibration monitoring (i.e., structural health monitoring) are
shown on Figure 11. The workflow can be fully automatic or semi-automatic. The whole
process can be automated using Leica’s GeoCOM interface. A user interaction is only
required at the beginning to initially aim at the targets to be monitored and to set the
camera properties [64].

At the same time, several point targets can be monitored at different areas of structures
or Earth surfaces as long as they appear in the camera’s FOV. The IATS can record a video or
image, depending on the purpose of monitoring. If performing structural monitoring with
the aim of determining the natural frequencies and dynamic displacements of structures
(e.g., during load tests or everyday traffic), then videos are recorded. If performing
the geo-monitoring of the Earth’s surface (e.g., landslides), then images are recorded
periodically. An expert must set up the IATS and aim at the target, as well as set up the
camera parameters. For long-term monitoring where targets are observed periodically,
in the first epoch of measurements, the expert must aim at the target and, in subsequent
epochs of measurements, the registered positions of targets from the first epoch are used
for automated aiming.

The movements between targets, represented by their pixels on images, can be com-
puted relative to the first frame/epoch or between consecutive frames/epoch. The latter is
not appropriate for structural health monitoring when recording video, because the pixel
movements relative to the first frame must be computed by cumulating the consecutive
movements between each frame, which results in the propagation of random errors in
consecutive movements. For vibration monitoring, i.e., determination of a structure’s
natural frequencies, a conversion from pixel movements to linear units is not necessary.
To eliminate trends in the time series prior to the computation of the frequencies via
Fourier transformation, accelerations are computed from the pixel movements. The usage
of consecutive pixel movements is preferable to reduce noise in the resulting frequency
spectrum [59].

Possible IATS telescope rotations which result in camera rotations must also be consid-
ered for highly accurate displacement monitoring. These small camera rotations can occur
unintentionally or due to tilts of the whole station. Both effects are measured by IATS, i.e.,
angle and tilt readings. Correction is achieved by subtracting the camera rotations from
the image-based angle measurements to the target.
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Using the proposed image-based measurements, the detection of object movements
perpendicular to the IATS line of sight is possible. To measure movements along the
sighting axis, the IATS EDM can be used; alternatively, if available IATS scanner data can
be used, i.e., fusion of laser scans and camera data to RGB + D images. This approach
combines the advantages of two methods. The distance of the laser scan dense point
clouds changes as a function of line of sight and can be easily detected. In contrast, camera
image data are most sensitive to displacements perpendicular to the line of sight (i.e.,
to the viewing direction of the telescope in which the camera is integrated). This way,
displacements can be determined by extracting common image features (RGB channel) and
tracking them over a series of monitoring measurement epochs. In combination with the
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depth channel (D), the determined image features (from RGB + D) represent 3D coordinates,
which can be used for the computation of 3D displacement vectors [55].

For the monitoring applications described in this paper, only the angular resolution
of the camera needs to be calibrated. This can be done with a fast and simple approach
and without additional measurement equipment by using the total station’s ability to
automatically rotate its telescope to precisely known positions [59].

4. Application of the State-of-the-Art Video Theodolites—IATS in Monitoring

Monitoring of artificial or natural structures, i.e., civil engineering structures or parts
of the Earth’s surface, involves periodic or continuous observations to estimate the object’s
general current state regarding its usability and stability, as well as a determination of
the need for structure remediation, reconstruction, or destruction. The process involves
performing different kinds of measurements using different sensors. The measurements
and results must be precise and reliable, i.e., accurate, and tested for significance [8]. The
results of the measurements represent an important parameter in assessing the condition
and safety of the structures, and this is especially important for structures used beyond
their designed lifetime. Any kind of damage or significant deformation affects the safety of
the constructions, e.g., bridges, dams, towers, or skyscrapers, and this can result in their
closure or even collapse. Monitoring of artificial or natural structures is one of the key tasks
in engineering geodesy, next to site surveying and setting out. Geodetic monitoring is one
aspect of monitoring systems in general. There are two subtypes of geodetic monitoring [8]:

• Structural monitoring refers to the measurement and evaluation of civil engineer-
ing structures such as bridges, tunnels, dams, railways, towers, or skyscrapers, i.e.,
generally manmade objects.

• Geo-monitoring, in contrast, is used as a term for the determination of changes,
movements, or deformation of natural structures, such as landslides and slopes.

The main aim of geodetic monitoring is to determine statistically significant geometric
changes in size, shape, and position between two or more measuring epochs. According
to the monitoring data, action can be taken on the construction to prevent material and
nonmaterial damages. Vibration-based monitoring, i.e., structural monitoring, has become
common recently. Vibration-based monitoring consists of determining the dynamic dis-
placements and natural frequencies of objects from different epochs of measurements. Any
changes from the designed frequencies can be a sign of structural damage and a cause for
alarm. Dynamic displacements and natural frequencies of objects can be determined by
RTS and GNSS instruments, although their use in these projects has certain limitations.
The limitation of the first RTS models was their instrument measurement frequency of
1 Hz, which was lower than the fundamental frequency of the bridge, as demonstrated
in [65]. Possibilities of newer RTS models with measuring frequencies of 5–7 Hz were
presented in [66–70], where RTS instruments were used for the measurement of simulated
dynamic displacements to analyze the accuracy of dynamic measurements by RTS, as well
as for the determination of dynamic displacements and natural frequencies of bridges in
exploitation. The accuracy of an RTS instrument with 20 Hz measuring frequencies for
recording changing 3D coordinates of a moving target was tested in [71] and for measuring
dynamic displacements and natural frequencies of railway bridges in [72], where the RTS
determined dynamic displacements of the bridge in vertical and lateral directions and the
first five natural frequencies of the bridge. To overcome the limitations of RTS measuring
frequencies, a new approach was shown in [6], where the authors demonstrated how to
increase the measurement frequencies of an RTS instrument from 7–10 Hz to 20 Hz. A
new approach was also demonstrated in a field experiment on a 74 m long footbridge for
vertical bridge vibration measurements.

Unlike RTS, GNSS instruments do not have limitations regarding measuring frequen-
cies, since the newer GNSS instruments have a measuring frequency of up to 100 Hz. GNSS
instruments are widely used for monitoring of dynamic displacements of large and flexible
structures such as long-span bridges, towers, and high-rise buildings, which are charac-
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terized by large displacements (10 cm or more) and lower natural frequencies (less than
1 Hz). Results of GNSS monitoring of dynamic displacements of large-scale structures were
shown in [66,73–76], where dynamic displacements, i.e., natural frequencies, of structures
were successfully determined from GNSS data. Determination of dynamic displacements
of more rigid structures, which are characterized by smaller values of dynamic displace-
ments, is limited due to the achievable measurement accuracy, which is on a centimeter
level. Currently, many studies are focusing on applying GNSS instruments for monitoring
the dynamic displacement of more rigid structures with dynamic displacements in the
millimeter range and higher oscillation frequencies [67], as well as on improving the GNSS
measurement accuracy due to the limitation of ephemeris, multipath, and atmospheric
errors and receiver measurement noise [77].

The most commonly used geodetic instruments for structural and geo-monitoring
include levels, RTS, and GNSS. Geodetic monitoring of engineering structures is usually
done using a GNSS in combination with RTS. A GNSS offers great coverage, while an
RTS offers high-precision measurements. The implementation of geodetic measurement
sensors, i.e., instruments in complex construction monitoring systems, enables the so-
called preventive maintenance of engineering structures and a transition from reactive
maintenance, when damage has already occurred and possibly caused human casualties,
to preventive maintenance [78]. In recent years, there has been a general trend toward the
development of automated and autonomous monitoring. In addition to economics, which
has constantly been the “problem”, another reason for the development of automated
and autonomous measuring is the increased demand for continuous 24/7/365 monitoring
systems. Densely built buildings and complex and construction demanding object projects
require a continuous control of predefined thresholds. This also includes constructions in
hazardous locations, which have not been used in the past. Likewise, today’s cities are
expanding, and, due to a lack of land, tall buildings are being built, e.g., Burj Khalifa and
similar skyscrapers all around the world.

Precise 3D point measurement is either automated using an RTS with reflectors or
using a GNSS. However, reflectors and GNSS cannot be used in every situation, because
they cannot be placed on every point or object of interest. Furthermore, in the case of GNSS,
a power supply must be ensured in sometimes hazardous and inaccessible places. These
issues mean that we must use IATS with image sensors to collect spatial, spectral, and
radiometrical information of the target point of interest and its environment, whereby, with
the use of image analysis methods, RTS and GNSS methods can be replaced for determining
precise 3D-point measurements of signalized points and unsignalized points [11].

Considering the aging of traffic infrastructure, a high number of bridges in particular
are in need of rehabilitation around the world, which provides a huge opportunity for
geodetic monitoring sensors (RTS, GNSS), especially IATS. Unfortunately, almost every 3
months, we are witnessing the collapse of bridges around the world. Any kind of damage
or significant deformation affects the safety of the bridges, which can result in their closure
or even collapse, thus disintegrating traffic systems [78]. In the next section, we give a few
examples of IATS applications for the purpose of structural and geo-monitoring.

4.1. Applications in Structural and Geo-Monitoring

One of the first applications of IATS for structural monitoring was conducted by
the Chair of Geodesy, TU Munich, for the measurement of dynamic displacements and
natural frequencies of the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge over the Bosporus waterway in
Istanbul, Turkey. Using a self-developed IATS prototype consisting of a Leica TPS1201
RTS with an ocular replaced by a 5 MPx CMOS color camera, they managed to determine
vertical displacements of up to 50 cm and the first six natural frequencies of 0.106 Hz,
0.132 Hz, 0.176 Hz, 0.209 Hz, 0.272 Hz, and 0.333 Hz of the bridge during daily traffic. The
determined frequencies coincided with the known frequencies from previous examination
tests [7].
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Research conducted at the Institute of Engineering Geodesy and Measurement Sys-
tems, TU Graz, covered a variety of experimental studies and in situ measurements using
IATS Leica MS50 and MS60. They were aimed at determining the natural frequencies
of the Augarten and Pongratz-Moore-Steg footbridges over the river Mur in Graz, Aus-
tria. For reference measurements, they used three accelerometers which were oriented
in the vertical direction, across and along the bridge. At Augarten bridge, using a Leica
MS50 and instruments favorably placed along the longitudinal axis of the bridge [79], they
managed to determine vertical displacements of up to 0.5 mm and a bridge frequency of
1.81 Hz using IATS (1.81 Hz using the accelerometer), which corresponded to a bridge
natural frequency of 1.8 Hz [80]. At Pongratz-Moore-Steg bridge, using a Leica MS60 and
instruments unfavorably placed along the transverse axis of the bridge [79], they managed
to determine a bridge frequency of 2.5 Hz using IATS (2.5 Hz using the accelerometer)
which corresponded to the step frequency of runners over the bridge. The displacements
along the bridge axis (longitudinal and transverse) were too small to be resolved using the
IATS placed in an unfavorable position, and they primarily depended on the reflectorless
distance measurement accuracy of the IATS [79].

For geo-monitoring, the concept of using two IATS instruments for high-resolution,
long-range stereo survey of georisk areas was investigated in the EU-FP7 project DE-
MONTES, and the facts, objectives, results, and full report can be found in [81]. In the
paper [82], the used methodology and a comparison of the main features with other
terrestrial geodetic geo-monitoring methods were presented. The theoretically achievable
accuracy of the measurement system was derived and verified using in situ data of a
distant clay pit slope and simulated deformations. The deformations were simulated using
movements of an artificial rock, a 1 m× 1 m structured and textured plate, which was fixed
by two ropes and shifted and rotated to varying degrees during the different epochs. It
was shown that the stereo IATS concept could obtain higher precision in the determination
of 3D displacements, i.e., deformations, than other systems with comparable sensors. With
the use of the telescope camera and telescope magnification, the images could be used for
long-range applications. Dense point clouds with high single-point accuracy, including
information about their precision, were generated. The 3D displacement vectors could be
derived automatically and their significance specified. These results may be used to directly
determine the rigid body motions of objects and surface patches. Compared to terrestrial
laser scanner (TLS) measurements, long distances with smaller footprints are possible using
the IATS approach, and there is no need for reference points within the region of interest.
The large magnification of the telescope camera and the ability to capture image bundles
further lead to a higher point density in comparison to simple photogrammetry approaches.
The authors concluded that, by extrapolating the achievable accuracy to greater distances
(by using a fixed base-to-distance ratio of 1:3 and the other input parameters of the field
experiment), the following Helmert position errors were possible: for 1 km, 0.035 m; for
2 km, 0.069 m; for 3 km, 0.103 m [82].

4.2. Case Study

In this section, we present our own experiment to contribute to the above-presented
theoretical basis, along with conclusions reached regarding the potential benefits and
possibilities of using IATS for structural monitoring. Because of the lack of a state-of-the-art
IATS, as shown in Section 2.5, we developed our own IATS prototype consisting of a Leica
TPS1201 RTS and a GoPro camera mounted on the ocular of the telescope (Figure 12, left).
We designed an adapter for fitting the GoPro camera on the Leica TPS1201, made using
a 3D printer. This offered the possibility to directly attach the camera to the ocular of the
telescope of Leica TPS1201. Before conducting measurements, we performed a stability
examination of the instrument’s telescope in the laboratory using a fitted camera in vertical
direction. The examination showed that there were no movements of the telescope. The
IATS prototype offered the possibility to manage the camera using the smartphone GoPro
application, while we could manage the instrument using a laptop. Thus, we did not have
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to touch the instrument or the camera, thereby ensuring its stability along the horizontal
and vertical axes. Before conducting tests in the field, we performed another experiment in
the laboratory where we tested the ability of the IATS prototype to determine predefined
amplitudes with different frequencies using a multi-purpose universal testing machine
intended for static and dynamic testing of mechanical properties of building materials
and constructions. The test consisted of simulated amplitudes of ±0.2, ±0.5, ±1.0, ±2.0,
and ±5.0 mm at frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 Hz. We managed to determine all
amplitudes and all frequencies, as partially presented in [83].

The conducted tests in the field were performed on the railway bridge Kloštar after its
reconstruction for the purpose of load testing (Figure 12, middle). Since the bridge did not
have any characteristic points, i.e., unsignalized targets suitable for image processing and
target identification between frames, we used predefined photo marks (Figure 12, right)
for target detection between frames. The photo marks were four different circles with
predefined diameters (5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm), as well as a predefined horizontal
spacing between the circle centers of 40 mm and a vertical spacing of 20 mm, as shown in
Figure 12 (right). The IATS prototype was placed at a distance of 28.519 m perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the bridge in the middle of the bridge span (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. IATS prototype setup in the field in relation to the bridge.

This way, we achieved the optimal position of the IATS prototype relative to the
bridge for determination of the bridge’s vertical displacements, since the longitudinal axis
of the bridge was parallel to the image sensor. Using the instrument’s telescope at 30×
magnification, the camera recorded a movie with the following settings: narrow FOV,
1920 × 1080 px, ay 60 fps. With this setup, we achieved the smallest circle with 5 mm
diameter and 15 pixels, i.e., one pixel corresponded to 0.333 mm for this case study setup in
the field. We also used accelerometers for measuring the frequency response of the bridge.
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Trains passed along the bridge at different speeds. In this study, we show the results from
two tests, i.e., when the trains passed at 40 km/h and 60 km/h.

For processing the recorded movie from the camera, we developed an algorithm in
MATLAB. The algorithm performed several steps. First, the movie format was converted
into frames, whereby each image represented one measuring epoch. Then, the image was
transformed into am orthogonal projection according to the known azimuth and zenith
angle of the IATS prototype to the longitudinal axis of the bridge, i.e., to the position of
the photo mark. Subsequently, to reduce computation time, the region around the photo
mark was defined. Then, a conversion from an RGB image to a binary black-and-white
image was performed, facilitating the detection of circle boundaries and circle centers.
According to the pixel coordinates of circle centers, the joint center of all four circles was
calculated. The differences between joint centers of each image for every test in relation to
the first reference image before the train passed could then be calculated. Accordingly, we
could calculate the dynamic vertical displacements in pixels. As a function of the known
spacing between the circle centers, the scale factor was calculated and used to convert pixel
displacements into millimeter displacements. Lastly, using fast Fourier transformation, the
time domain was converted into the frequency domain, and the natural frequencies of the
bridge were determined.

Figure 14 (left) shows the computed first modal shape of the bridge at 5.35 Hz fre-
quency, and Figure 15 (left) shows the second modal shape at 7.77 Hz frequency using the
finite element method (FEM). In Figures 14 and 15 (right), the first and second modal shapes
and frequencies obtained from ambient vibration measurements using accelerometers are
shown. Differences between the FEM and ambient vibration measurements occurred
regularly because the FEM model was made using design parameters which could have
differed from the constructed bridge.
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The aim of the testing was to determine the natural frequencies of the bridge during
vibration monitoring using the IATS prototype. To assess the accuracy of our IATS pro-
totype, we used ambient vibration measurements by accelerometers as a reference. The
first natural frequency determined by the IATS prototype measurements matched the first
natural frequency of the bridge measured by accelerometers, while the second natural
frequency determined by IATS slightly differed from that determined by accelerometers
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for both tests (Figures 16 and 17). At 40 km/h, the first frequency, F1 = 5.49 Hz, detected by
the accelerometer was equally detected by the IATS prototype, F1 = 5.49 Hz. At 40 km/h,
the second frequency, F2 = 6.85 Hz, detected by the accelerometer was detected by the IATS
prototype as F2 = 6.78 Hz. At 60 km/h, the first frequency, F1 = 5.49 Hz, detected by the
accelerometer was equally detected by the IATS prototype, F1 = 5.49 Hz. At 60 km/h, the
second frequency, F2 = 6.85 Hz, detected by the accelerometer was detected by the IATS
prototype as F2 = 6.82 Hz. The conducted study showed that IATS can be used for the
determination of dominant vertical natural frequencies, confirming the previous studies
performed by [7,79,80]. In our future work, we will present all conducted tests performed
during this load testing.
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5. Discussion

The conducted research regarding the technological development of photo and video
theodolites showed that their development was slow and largely dependent on the de-
velopment of distance-meters, image sensors, motorization, and their integration into the
theodolites. Initially, a theodolite supported a photo camera for the purpose of determining
the elements of the exterior orientation. These so-called photo theodolites were used for
many mapping projects because surveying was faster and easier, while they also offered
the possibility of surveying larger areas with satisfying accuracy.

With the development of EDM and the principle of the difference in two currents in
a photoelectric cell, static targets could be recognized and measured with high accuracy.
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The developed image sensors were then integrated into the theodolites and their purpose
changed from mapping to object tracking. The demands of the automotive and aerospace
industries regarding assembly and quality control in the 1980s forced companies to build
electronic tachymeters with integrated image sensors into servomotorized theodolites. The
greatest contribution from this development line was that image sensors were used for
autofocusing and for determining the target position relative to the optical axis of the
telescope. Although the technological development of commercial instruments slowed
down in the 1990s, the academic community maintained research efforts and developed the
applications of digital image processing methods and computer vision, which have been
preserved to this day. Initial research focused on detecting artificial targets and accurate
aiming with the help of cameras for the purpose of aiming and measuring unsignalized tar-
gets. Solutions based on artificial intelligence were developed. By implementing the expert
knowledge of sighting points into software solutions, artificial intelligence was applied,
and expert systems were developed. The developed algorithms were later implemented in
commercial instruments. By automating the measurements, the level of achieved accuracy
was increased.

The year 2005 saw the introduction of IATS that we know today. Technological de-
velopments regarding the different sensors, i.e., hardware and software, enabled their
integration into the instruments. Following their fusion, IATS have been more frequently
used for the tasks of structural and geo-monitoring. The currently used sensors for struc-
tural monitoring and for determining a structure’s vibrations and dynamic displacements
are accelerometers, GNSS, and RTS. These sensors present some drawbacks, whereby access
to the monitored structure necessitates them being installed on the structure with a power
supply being ensured. Using accelerometers, it is only possible to evaluate the vibrations
of the structures [64]. Furthermore, the dynamic measurement accuracy of GNSS instru-
ments (in kinematic measurement mode) is on a centimeter level with a high-frequency
measurement sampling rate (up to 100 Hz); in contrast, RTS can measure displacement on
a millimeter level but with a lower-frequency measurement sampling rate (5–20 Hz). It is
obvious that these two measurement techniques do not provide an optimal solution for
structural monitoring. According to the conducted research studies shown in Section 4, it
is evident that IATS have overcome the major shortcomings of RTS and GNSS instruments
in the projects of structural and geo-monitoring. Access to the monitored structure is not
required when using IATS, which allows a more flexible definition of the measurement
points. Moreover, the achievable accuracy and precision are also on a higher level regarding
the RTS and GNSS.

The briefly presented case study in the article shows that the abovementioned draw-
backs of accelerometers, GNSS, and RTS can be overcome by using IATS (an IATS prototype
was sued in our case study). The developed IATS prototype highlighted its major advan-
tages and potential for the purpose of structural monitoring in contrast to other sensors.
The precision and accuracy of measured displacements were on a high level since image-
based measurements were obtained using a GoPro camera at the 30× optical magnification
of TS Leica TPS1201. Using recordings at 30 fps or 60 fps, the determination of high natural
frequencies of the structures was possible. The prototype does not need to be placed
on the structure; hence, access to the monitored structure is not necessary. In addition
to natural frequencies, we can determine the static and dynamic displacements in the
vertical and horizontal planes (longitudinal and transverse depending on the position of
the prototype relative to the structure). Future work is needed in this direction since we
have only performed studies for the determination of vertical displacements and natural
frequencies, while studies regarding displacements along the longitudinal or transverse
axis are planned. As shown in Section 4, state-of-the-art IATS can perform all these tasks;
however, the price of the presented IATS prototype is much lower than that of a commercial
IATS, which is also an important parameter to consider.

Using the proposed image-based measurements, the detection of object movements
perpendicular to the IATS line of sight is possible. To measure movements along the
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sighting axis, the IATS EDM can be used; alternatively, if available, IATS scanner data can be
used, i.e., fusion of laser scans and camera data to RGB + D images. This approach combines
the advantages of the two methods. This is also possible with the latest generations of IATS,
i.e., IASTS, as explained in Section 3.3. At the moment, a few studies exist on this topic;
however, further work is needed, because the possibilities and advantages offered by this
approach for engineering tasks in geo-monitoring are extensive, especially in hazardous
and difficult-to-access areas, necessitating thorough testing and analysis.

With the integration of cameras into total stations, so-called IATS, these different sensor
classes have been fused into one single universal instrument [5]. This integration offers a
wide coverage of different geodetic tasks to be resolved much more quickly, easily, and
precisely in comparison with classical geodetic methods and instruments. Furthermore, it
offers possibilities to solve some problems and perform some tasks which were impossible
in the past using classic TS, RTS, and GNSS.
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